ATD-5357
OIL STRAINER FOR PUMP TUBE

• For use with all ATD Oil Pumps and all Oil Pumps
• Mesh Size 600 Micron (SIZE 30)
• 1-5/8"(4.13CM) Diameter Inlet with Set Screw
• Mesh Size: 600 Micron(Size 30)
• Spring Loaded inside to prevent the mesh from Collapsing around the Pump Tube
• Application: In Dirty Contaminated Environments where Foreign Debris and Contaminants entering the Oil Downtube are a problem

BOX Weight: .3 lbs. (.14KG)
BOX Dimensions: 4"(10.2cm) x 4"(10.2cm) x 4"(10.2cm)

To Find an ATD Distributor near you visit www.atdtools.com and click on the distributors link